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Killed With a Kiss (A Lacey Doyle Cozy Mystery—Book 5) Oct 21 2019 "Very entertaining. I
highly recommend this book to the permanent library of any reader that appreciates a very well
written mystery, with some twists and an intelligent plot. You will not be disappointed. Excellent way
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to spend a cold weekend!" --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (regarding Murder in the
Manor) KILLED WITH A KISS (A LACEY DOYLE COZY MYSTERY—BOOK 5) is book five in a
charming new cozy mystery series which begins with MURDER IN THE MANOR (Book #1), a #1
Bestseller with over 100 five-star reviews—and a free download! Lacey Doyle, 39 years old and
freshly divorced, has made a drastic change: she has walked away from the fast life of New York City
and settled down in the quaint English seaside town of Wilfordshire. In a romantic daytrip in the
English countryside, Lacey lucks out in an antique market and stumbles upon an incredible find. She
has high hopes as she makes it the centerpiece of her next auction. But as summer is coming to a
close, two high-rollers come into town and duke it out over the antique, their egos as big as their
wallets. When one of them wins but loses the auction on a technicality, chaos ensues. The only thing
that makes it worse is when one ends up dead. Lacey finds herself in the fight of her life to save her
business and her reputation—and, with the help of her beloved dog, to solve the mysterious death.
Books #6-#9 are also available!
A Kiss Goodbye Apr 19 2022 Moving is hard on everyone, but especially children. Chester Racoon,
whom readers have come to know and love through the New York Times bestseller The Kissing
Hand, and its sequel, A Pocket Full of Kisses, is facing another dilemma common to the lives of many
children; he and his family are moving. Young readers will love the way Chester says goodbye to his
old home and learns that there are some exciting aspects to his new home.
Die Upon a Kiss Dec 03 2020 In A Free Man of Color and Sold Down the River, Benjamin January
guided readers through the seductive maze of New Orleans' darkest quarters. Now January joins the
orchestra of the city's top opera house — only to become enmeshed in a web of hate and greed more
murderous than any drama onstage. In 1835, the cold February streets glitter with masked revelers
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in Carnival costumes. An even more brilliant display is promised at the American Theater, where
impresario Lorenzo Belaggio has brought the first Italian opera to town. But it's pitch-black in the
muddy alley outside the stage door when Benjamin January, coming from rehearsal with the
orchestra, hears a slurred whisper, sees the flash of a knife, and is himself wounded as he rescues
Belaggio from a vicious attack. The bombastic impresario first accuses two of his tenors, then
suspects his rival, the manager of New Orleans' other opera company. Could competition for
audiences really provoke such violent skulduggery? Or has Belaggio taken too many chances in the
catfight between two sopranos, one superseded by the other as his mistress and his prima donna?
But burning in January's mind and heart is a darker possibility. The opera Belaggio plans to present
— a magnificent version of Othello — strikes a shocking chord in this culture. Is the murderous
tragedy of the noble Moor and his lady, the spectacle of a black man's passion for a white beauty,
one that some Creole citizen — or American parvenu — would do anything to keep off the stage?
Bloody threats and voodoo signs, poison and brutal murder seem to implicate many strange
bedfellows. And Benjamin must discover who — in rage, retribution, or an insidious new commerce
in this beautiful cutthroat city — will kill and kill ... and who will Die Upon a Kiss.
Inked with a Kiss Mar 06 2021 “This moving and deeply fulfilling romance marks the launch of a
very promising series.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review (on New Ink on Life) Sometimes
everything you shouldn’t want is exactly what you need. Tattoo artist Jamie Winston is used to caring
for others. Between her assistant manager position at a tattoo parlor, single-parenting her twelveyear-old daughter, and supporting her alcoholic parents, Jamie rarely prioritizes her own
needs—unless Sierra Clark is in her chair. The bubbly, younger woman somehow manages to make
Jamie feel like the carefree teenager she never got to be, making anything seem possible. For Sierra,
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time with Jamie is a much-needed escape. She takes her work as a social worker seriously, but with
budget cuts threatening her job, there’s a lot riding on the fundraiser she’s planning with Jamie. The
fact that it means working closely with the sexy, older tattooist is a bonus—a deliciously tempting
bonus. Sierra isn’t one for relationships, but she’s never felt such a strong desire to mix business
with pleasure. Sizzling chemistry quickly erodes Jamie’s fears of being too old for Sierra, but
navigating a romance with someone who’s at such a different stage in life is no easy task. They’ve
each come to rely on themselves more than anyone else, but having a future together will mean
letting their guards down, and accepting each other as a safe place to fall. This book is
approximately 85,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press
Romance Promise: all the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! Thorn &
Thistle: Book 1: New Ink on Life Book 2: Inked with a Kiss
Sealed with a Kiss Dec 23 2019 Three matchmaking ladies decide to play Cupid for the boy next
door in this Sunshine Valley novella from USA Today bestselling author Melinda Curtis. For Kimmy
Easley, showing up at her ex's wedding without a date is unacceptable. She's got to find someone -and fast -- because she can't face going alone. Convincing her childhood friend Booker Belmonte to
go with her is easy but that starts the spread of gossip through Sunshine Valley quicker than
wildfire. Kimmy has never thought of Booker as anything more than a friend, so it's funny how she
never noticed how nicely he fills out a tux... Booker could never say no to Kimmy -- he's had a secret
crush on her for years. Accompanying her to the wedding is a no-brainer, not getting his hopes up
that it might lead to more than friendship is going to be more difficult. But now that the
matchmaking widows club has set their sights on Booker and Kimmy, will they be next to walk down
the aisle?
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A Kiss with a Cat 1 Feb 23 2020 Erina loves cats more than anything, even though she looks like the
haughty-princess type who could have any guy she wants. But even with his cat-like name, she can't
stand her aloof classmate, Nekoyama-kun. But when she rescues a hurt kitty in her yard and gives it
a perfect, snuggly kiss...she suddenly finds a very human Nekoyama-kun in her room? What gives?!
Seal It with a Kiss Aug 31 2020 Eager readers can get their smooch on with all the different tricks
and practices found in Seal It with a Kiss. Best-selling author and columnist Violet Blue helps her
audience come up with — and perfect — its very own style, from the novice kissers to the make-out
queens. Discover how to time a kiss perfectly, how to deliver or receive that amazing first kiss, and
how to ask for kisses, both with and without words. Solve problems such as stubble rash, and learn
how to handle the kisses that don't turn out as planned. Violet Blue reveals all the kissing do's and
don'ts in Seal It with a Kiss, with chapters including "Deliver a Knockout Kiss Techniques," "The
Make-Out Artist," "Kissing Games," and many more.
Catch a Kiss Nov 02 2020 Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Izzie just loves when her mama blows
her kisses to catch. Smooch kisses, zig-zag kisses, and even triple decker kisses! But even though
she runs and leaps for it, Izzie misses a kiss! Her heart sinks as she watches it zip higher and higher
into the sky. When Mama lets Izzie in on a sweet secret she realizes that her mama's love will always
come to find her, no matter what! This silly and tender story is a universal one of a parent's love.
Sealed With A Kiss Sep 24 2022 ‘Wonderful escapism with a gloriously romantic setting.’ – Katie
Fforde Featuring brand new material, Sealed With a Kiss is the bestselling romantic novel from
Rachael Lucas, the author of Wildflower Bay and Coming Up Roses. Kate is dumped on her best
friend's wedding day by the world's most boring boyfriend, Ian. She's mostly cross because he got in
first – until she remembers she's now homeless as well as jobless. Rather than move back home to
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her ultra-bossy mother, Kate takes a job on the remote Scottish island of Auchenmor as an all-round
Girl Friday. Her first day is pretty much a disaster: she falls over, smack bang at the feet of her
grouchy new boss, Roddy, Laird of the Island. Unimpressed with her townie ways, he makes it clear
she's got a lot to prove. Island life has no room for secrets, but prickly Roddy's keeping something to
himself. When his demanding ex-girlfriend appears back on the island, Kate's budding friendship
with her new boss comes to an abrupt end. What is Fiona planning – and can she be stopped before
it's too late? This funny, big-hearted novel is the perfect read for fans of Carole Matthews, Trisha
Ashley and Katie Fforde.
A Kiss to Kill Aug 19 2019 Third in the red-hot trilogy following If Looks Could Chill. Eight months
ago, Dr. Gina Cappozi and CIA black ops commando Captain Gregg van Halen were lovers...until
Gregg committed the ultimate betrayal. When her need for vengeance leads Gina back into Gregg's
bed, she discovers that the power of betrayal and revenge is nothing compared to the power of love.
A Kiss of Shadows Oct 01 2020 Meredith Gentry is a private investigator who specializes in
supernatural crime. She has, however, a strange secret. She is in fact a faerie princess in hiding.
Her aunt wants her back in the faerie world and the penalty for refusal is death.
A Kiss in the Dark Feb 17 2022 After being kissed by a mystery guy when the lights go out during
a football game, Macy is determined to figure out which of three possible boys is the culprit in this
funny, poignant, and achingly romantic novel from the author of Last Year’s Mistake. When the
lights go out at a Georgia high school football game, senior Macy Atwood finds herself in the arms of
a boy who kisses her senseless—but he’s gone by the time the lights come back on. All she knows is
that there was something special—and oddly familiar—about her mystery kisser. Noah Granger,
Ridgedale’s resident bad boy and newest transfer student, has no problem taking credit for the kiss,
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but Macy can’t shake the feeling that he’s lying. Especially since a photograph of Macy and former
star football player Joel Hargrove resurfaced online moments before the blackout, a not-so-random
reminder of how hard she fell for Joel last year. And how doing so ultimately sent her lifelong
friendships with Meredith Kopala and Ben Collins up in literal smoke. Soon last year’s wounds begin
to reopen as Macy realizes the events that unfolded during junior year are somehow tied to her
mystery kisser. But the closer Macy gets to figuring it all out, the more she starts to worry that the
boy who kissed her in the dark and the boy who is stealing her heart might be two very different
people.
The Winter Cottage Sep 19 2019 The Winter Cottage is a heartwarming, feel-good novel full of
friendship, family secrets, and finding love where you least expect it...
Sealed with a Kiss Jul 10 2021 To what lengths would you go for love? If you had a second chance
with your first love, would you take it? Two decades ago Jacquie Lyon fled the seaside town of Skala
Eressos that had been her home until then, in a fit of despair as only a crazed, love-sick teenager
with a crushed heart could. Now, a successful academic living in Cambridge, UK, she is presented
with an opportunity to return and make amends for her childhood foolish indiscretions. Dorothy
Rowland came to the island years ago as a young mother, looking to make a new life for her and her
baby girl. She became a teacher in the local school and since then her focus had been on being a
conscientious mother and teacher, always making sure to do ‘the right thing’. Now, in her later
years, she finds herself faced with a last chance at love which would mean raising a few eyebrows, if
not breaking a few ‘rules’. Will Jac return home and risk opening those old wounds? Will Dot finally
throw caution to the wind and take a chance on love? And will Jac find the academic breakthrough
she's been looking for? Praise for the book: “A lesbian romance with heart and soul.” “A crush come
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true…” “A heartfelt age gap story to love.” “Sam Skyborne is guaranteed to make you think and
feel.” “Skyborne’s writing stays with me…” “Made me really want to go there… to visit Lesvos,
Sappho’s island.” Read "Sealed with a Kiss" today to discover if Jac and Dot find true love in this, the
first book in the long-awaited "Lesvos Island" lesbian love stories collection. About this lesbian
romance collection: Each book is a self-contained story and can be read as a standalone novel.
However, they form part of a collection of stories that take place within the same time frame on the
island of Lesvos. Books in the collection: Sealed with a Kiss A Change of Heart Eye of the Storm
Amenah Awakens (Free to VIP Reader Group)* The Sappho Romance (Alternative History spinoff) *
Sign up to Sam's VIP Reader Group to be notified of future releases. See back of this book for
details.
A Kiss Goodnight Jun 09 2021 A beautifully illustrated storybook showcasing the lyrics to A Kiss
Goodnight, written by Richard Sherman and heard every night at Walt Disney World and Disneyland
during the fireworks shows.
Seal It with a Kiss Aug 23 2022 HELL WEEK BEINGS THE MOMENT SHE WALKS THROUGH HIS
DOOR...Lieutenant Tabitha Chapel-Prince is determined to join the SEAL Teams. She's not about to
let a little thing like gender get in her way. But her determination is tested by the only Navy SEAL
capable of commanding her heart. The last thing Commander Marc Miller needs is to be her
commanding officer when the only thing he wants is her...
A Kiss At Midnight May 08 2021 'Nothing gets me to a bookstore faster than Eloisa James' - Julia
Quinn Miss Kate Daltry doesn't believe in fairy tales . . . or happily ever after. Forced by her
stepmother to attend a ball, Kate meets a prince, and decides he's anything but charming. A clash of
wits and wills ensues, but they both know their irresistible attraction will lead nowhere. For Gabriel
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is promised to another woman - a princess whose hand in marriage will fulfil his ruthless ambitions.
Gabriel likes his fiancée, which is a welcome turn of events, but he doesn't love her, and knows, he
should be wooing his bride-to-be, not the witty, impoverished beauty who refuses to fawn over him.
Godmothers and glass slippers notwithstanding, this is one fairy tale in which destiny conspires to
destroy any chance that Kate and Gabriel might have a happily ever after - unless one kiss at the
stroke of midnight changes everything. 'Eloisa James is extraordinary' - Lisa Kleypas 'Romance
writing does not get much better than this' - People
Take a Kiss to School Nov 14 2021 Digby's mother helps him make it through the second day of
school by sending him off with a pocket full of kisses.
A Kiss in Time Oct 13 2021 Talia fell under a spell. . . . Jack broke the curse. I was told to beware
the accursed spindle, but it was so enchanting, so hypnotic. . . . I was looking for a little adventure
the day I ditched my tour group. But finding a comatose town, with a hot-looking chick asleep in it,
was so not what I had in mind. I awakened in the same place but in another time—to a stranger's
soft kiss. I couldn't help kissing her. Sometimes you just have to kiss someone. I didn't know this
would happen. Now I am in dire trouble because my father, the king, says I have brought ruin upon
our country. I have no choice but to run away with this commoner! Now I'm stuck with a bratty
princess and a trunk full of her jewels. . . . The good news: My parents will freak! Think you have
dating issues? Try locking lips with a snoozing stunner who turns out to be 316 years old. Can a kiss
transcend all—even time?
A Kiss for You Nov 21 2019 Children will love turning the flaps to see how the baby animals interact
with their parents in this cute little board book, perfect for sharing!
Give Us a Kiss Mar 26 2020 "My imagination is always skulking about in a wrong place." And now
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Doyle Redmond, thirty-five-year-old nowhere writer, has crossed the line between imagination and
real live trouble. On the lam in his soon-to-be ex-wife's Volvo, he's running a family errand back in
his boyhood home of West Table, Missouri -- the heart of the red-dirt Ozarks. The law wants his big
brother, Smoke, on a felony warrant, and Doyle's supposed to talk him into giving up. But Smoke is
hunkered down in the hills with his partner, Big Annie, and her nineteen-year-old daughter, Niagra,
making other plans: they're about to harvest a profitable patch of homegrown marijuana. Doyle
takes just one look at Niagra's flattering red boots before joining his brother's scheme. Of course it
means dealing with the law and maybe worse -- the Dollys. A legendary clan of largely criminal
persuasion, the Dollys have been feuding with the Redmonds for generations. Now they want a piece
of Smoke's cash crop, even if it means killing to get it. Doyle is fast realizing that yes, you can always
put the country back in the boy...but sometimes that's not smart.
It Started with a Kiss Aug 11 2021 This entry in the USA Today–bestselling Regency romance
series features a handsome duke who hopes love won’t cost a thing. This season, all eyes are on the
Earl of Worthington’s spirited, beautiful sister, Lady Louisa Vivers. Many gentlemen are vying for
her attention in and around the ton. Yet, Louisa longs for someone who can take her beyond the
ballroom—a man who is worldly, adventurous, and passionate. She won’t settle for just any suitor.
She wants her true soul mate—and she’ll know him when she sees him. Is Gideon, the Duke of
Rothwell, him? The moment he and Louisa meet, they share a powerful attraction. Rides at sunrise
and waltzes at dusk follow. Finally, Gideon can no longer resist the urge to embrace her, and Louisa
is sure he will ask for her hand. But Gideon believes he is in no position to marry. The Rothwell
estate has gone bankrupt, a scandal simmers in its wake, and he has nothing left to offer. Now, he
must decide if he will let pride stand in the way of true love—or if he will risk everything, and let the
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lady decide for herself… Praise for Ella Quinn “Romance builds in this satisfying, memorable read,
perfect for fans of Grace Burrowes and Tessa Dare.”—Booklist on The Marquis and I “Ella Quinn
weaves magic.”— Cathy Maxwell, New York Times–bestselling author of His Secret Mistress “Quinn
writes classic Regency romance at its best!”—Shana Galen, national bestselling author of How the
Lady Was Won “A classic Regency romp! Perfect for fans of Grace Burrowes.” --Caroline Linden,
USA Today bestselling author on When a Marquis Chooses a Bride “Three Weeks to Wed is a deligh
A Kiss at Midnight May 28 2020 When impoverished Miss Kate Daltry meets Prince Gabriel at a
ball, the prince is drawn to this spirited beauty despite being engaged to another, but their
irresistible attraction is ill-fated until a kiss changes everything.
A Kiss for You Jan 04 2021 You are so kissable, from head to toe! A sweet celebration of babies and
kisses. For little ones of all ages.
It Started With a Kiss Dec 15 2021 AriIt was supposed to be a fun, easygoing bachelorette party. But
it turned out to be so much more.They dared me to kiss the next guy to buy me a drink. And I
agreed. It was just a kiss, right?And then it happened... I saw Grey and felt something instant. I tried
to back out of that kiss even though I wanted it desperately.But he didn't let me stop it. He kissed
me until my toes curled and my heart raced. He kissed me until I knew I wanted more.So when I left
him standing there staring at me, I knew it was all kinds of wrong to leave. GreyIt started with a
dare.It ended with a kiss.And for weeks after she walked out of my life, I searched for her, doing
anything and everything in my power to find a morsel of information about the first woman to make
my heart stop and my future flash before my eyes.And when I finally found her, I was going to show
Ari that I'd known she was mine from the very beginning.And that I wasn't letting her go a second
time.
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A Kiss Goodbye Jun 16 2019 Chester Raccoon is very unhappy about leaving his home, a tree that
has been marked by tree cutters, but his mother tries to convince him that their new home might be
even better.
Sealed with a Kiss Apr 07 2021 What’s a seal to do when she’s new to the zoo? Make new friends, of
course! But when the other animals aren’t so friendly, a wise sparrow inspires them to surprise Seal
with a special treat. Full of heart and humor from bestselling author Beth Ferry and illustrator
Olivier Tallec, this story of friendship and forgiveness will have little ones giggling along.
Looking for a Kiss Jan 24 2020 Speed. Madness. Flying Saucers... ...Acid. Pop Art Sex. Future
Dreams and Screams. Two punks adrift in bleak 1980s London take an acid trip into a wild world of
sex and art, taking in ambition, failure, the future and being able to see it. 'A Jarmanesque journey in
Vivienne Westwood heels.' David Erdos (International Times)'A stunning tour de force. Beautiful
prose. It dragged me over coals but soothed me with balm.' Paul T Kirk (AKATOMBO)
With a Kiss Jul 22 2022 When Liam Bates volunteered to visit lonely patients at his local hospital, he
expected them to be able to talk back when he chatted to them. But, when he's assigned to visit a
comatose man, he soon finds himself spilling out his whole life story in an effort to fill the silence.
It's not long before the peace and comfort he finds in the man's hospital room becomes Liam's
refuge from an increasingly hostile world. Vampire Marcus Corrigan has been trapped inside his
paralysed body for over three years, unable to communicate with anyone. The chatty young man who
visits Marcus quickly captivates him, and Liam's softly spoken words soon have him determined to
rescue the boy from his current life, but, unable to move a muscle, all Marcus can actually do is lay
there and listen.There's only one thing that can wake up Marcus. There's only one thing that can
save Liam's sanity. Everything is about to change for them both, and it will change with a kiss.Please
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Also Note: This is the second edition of this title. It has been tweaked and re-edited but the plot has
not been changed.
Only a Kiss Jun 28 2020 The Survivors’ Club: Six men and one woman, injured in the Napoleonic
Wars, their friendships forged in steel and loyalty. But for one, her trials are not over.... Since
witnessing the death of her husband during the wars, Imogen, Lady Barclay, has secluded herself in
the confines of Hardford Hall, their home in Cornwall. The new owner has failed to take up his
inheritance, and Imogen desperately hopes he will never come to disturb her fragile peace. Percival
Hayes, Earl of Hardford, has no interest in the wilds of Cornwall, but when he impulsively decides to
pay a visit to his estate there, he is shocked to discover that it is not the ruined heap he had
expected. He is equally shocked to find the beautiful widow of his predecessor’s son living there.
Soon Imogen awakens in Percy a passion he has never thought himself capable of feeling. But can he
save her from her misery and reawaken her soul? And what will it mean for him if he succeeds?
Starting with a Kiss, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga) Jul 18 2019 Tohru, the son of a yakuza boss, is sent
into exile on a deserted island for his own protection during a gang feud. Fiery and impetuous, he
isn't thrilled to be sidelined when he'd rather be in the fight, and is even less thrilled that Mutsumi,
son of the gang's second in command, is going with him. The serious, studious Mutsumi is Tohru's
opposite in every way, and it doesn't take long before the sparks between them begin to fly! -- VIZ
Media
Split by a Kiss Jan 16 2022 Jo is a much happier teenager when she moves to the USA and becomes
very popular at her new school. However, when her dream boy, Jake, picks her for the kissing game
she does not feel as blissful as she imagined she would. She finds herself in a dilemma - should she
keep on with Jake and remain popular or warn him off and risk losing her new friends? She feels
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split in half at this point. Will she ever be whole again?
It Started with a Kiss Oct 25 2022 It started with a kiss. Then it became so much more. Love at first
sight. Avery Connor doesn't believe in it. But what about love at first kiss? A favor for a friend. Kiss a
stranger and walk away. But what if that favor, and that stranger, prove to be the turning point of
her life? What if that kiss leads to something more? Dr. Daniel Stewart is certain it will. He is
determined to make her see him. To feel what he feels. To have the effects of that kiss last forever. A
story about taking a chance, opening your heart to the moment, and falling in love.
More Than a Kiss Jul 30 2020 It started with a kiss. Straight-laced Regan Stone is breaking the rules
by kissing her best friend. But when her family fills her head full of doubts, it only takes three little
words for Regan to forget about her family and the rules. Lane Cary is an honest guy, and honestly,
he couldn't care less about rule number three. He'll do just about anything to keep Regan at a morethan-best-friends status. But when someone from his past walks back into his life, Lane's secrets
threaten the only future he's sure of ... Regan. Caught in two separate worlds of high school and
college, this romance is falling toward failure. With her fear of not being enough and his past
colliding with his future, the only chance for Regan and Lane's romance to survive is to do the one
thing they've been avoiding. Will Regan and Lane do what it takes to continue beyond friendship? Or
will her parents' predictions come true and ruin everything, including their friendship? Don't miss
More Than A Kiss, the second book of the continuous More Than Best Friends Series by Sally
Henson. If you like rollercoaster teen romance steeped in best friends, loads of kissing, and
swooniness, then this young adult/teen story will have you turning the pages! Grab your copy today!
A Kiss Like This Feb 05 2021 A giraffe kiss is gentle and tall. Then there are kisses that are quick
and small a others are fizzy and bubbly - some are even long and tooty-tooty
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It Started with a Kiss Apr 26 2020 With a kidney transplant behind her, Avery Adams is determined
to channel her inner adventurer and explore everything life has to offer. Only problem is, the closest
she's ever come to a real-life adventure was sixth-grade science camp. So to seize the summer in her
rustic Sierra Nevada town, she takes a job as a guide at the local adventure lodge. But Avery doesn't
realize her biggest challenge will register at six-plus feet of rugged good looks and alpha-male
charm. As a member of the Sequoia Elite Mountain Rescue team, Tyson Donovan has made a life out
of cheating death and rescuing weekend warriors from the treacherous terrain. "The world is my
home" is more than just a motto; it's what scares off women who would otherwise try to tie him
down. When his dad's health lands the family's adventure lodge in serious danger of going up in
flames, he moves home--and quickly remembers why he left. Until he meets Avery, the irresistible
new guide who makes him want to stay. Tyson gives the inexperienced Avery a lesson in romance
that her books could never teach her. And with her undeniable spirit for life, Avery shows Tyson the
healing power of love. But with one misstep, everything comes crashing down, and they'll both have
to take the biggest leap of all--into the kind of adventure that lasts a lifetime.
Price of a Kiss May 20 2022 I don't care what my cousin says; I am not the queen of impossible
relationships. I mean, just because my last boyfriend tried to kill me and left a bit of a scar on my
neck, then forced me to move across the country and legally change my name to Reese Randall to
escape him, does not mean- Oh, who am I kidding? For a freshman in college, I have to have the
worst dating track record ever. It's no wonder love is the last thing on my mind when Mason Lowe
enters my life. But the chemistry between us is like bam! Our connection defies logic. And he's just
so freaking hot. Being around him makes me feel more alive than I've ever felt before. I even like
bickering with him. He could be my soul mate...except for one teeny tiny glitch. He's a gigolo. Boy,
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do I know how to pick them.
It Started With A Kiss Jun 21 2022 Snubbed by her best friend, Rom flees from her humiliation and
encounters a stranger whose kiss changes everything. Join her as she embarks on a quest to find the
man of her dreams... Exclusive extra material available in this e-book edition!
Chemistry of a Kiss Mar 18 2022 How did I end up in a fake relationship with the gorgeous captain
of the basketball team, Jett Bryant? Where do I start? Back in kindergarten, I used to dream about
kissing that adorable brown-eyed boy. He was also the pastor's son but that didn't stop me from
chasing him down, tackling him on the playground, and kissing him smack on the lips. Then in
eighth grade, I was about to kiss him for real (as real as a spin the bottle kiss could get) but Jett
ruined it by telling everyone about the playground kiss so I kissed some guy named James
instead.Fast-forward to our senior year where Jett and I got partnered in Marriage and Relations
class and were asked to research-of all things-The Chemistry of a Kiss. It had me thinking about
those yummy lips of his a little, but I kept my focus strong since I was dating TJ Reynolds, one of
Sweet Water's most misunderstood bad boys and lead singer of Grungetown. But somewhere along
the way, TJ got jealous and kissed Jett's vicious ex-girlfriend and that's how he became my ex and
that's when the whole fake relationship idea started in the first place. The trouble is, all the feelings
I had for Jett over the years came pouring back as we spent time together, and our topic wasn't
helping the situation one bit. Neither were the incredible kisses he gave me as we "pretended" to
like each other.Things really get complicated when Jett starts cozying up to me when nobody's
around to witness it. Maybe this whole fake relationship is turning into the real thing. But how can I
be sure?
All I Want Is A Kiss Sep 12 2021 From USA Today bestselling author, Willow Winters, comes a
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sweet, standalone, contemporary romance. I always smile when he kisses me. It never falters. The
electric tingle races through me, from head to toe. Until he breaks the kiss, leaving me breathless
and wanting more. I thought fleeting weekends would be enough and it always was… until the
distance threatened to tear us apart for good. This kiss may be the last kiss and every part of me
hates that. For the first time since we started this, I’m all too aware that this may be the last time.
No matter how much I want to lie to myself. How did we get this lost? More importantly, how can I
have one more kiss?.
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